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I. INTROD[~(-I-ION 
Quite a few papers have appeared already concerning the problem of 
oscillation of solutions of nonhomogeneous nonlinear differential equations of 
the form 
.v”” + H(r, s) = Q(r), II even. (1) 
where sH(t, s) :> 0 for .V F 0. Such results can be found in the papers [I-IO, 
12-161 and some of the references therein. None of these results, howelrer. 
ensures the oscillation of all (or part of) the solutions of an equation of the type 
x”l) +- H(f, x) = Q(t, x), t1 even. (“) 
where the perturbation contains also the dependent variables. It is our purpose 
here to initiate the study of such equations. as far as oscillation is concerned, 
providing some first results in this direction. Namely, we shoiv that if the 
homogeneous part of (“) boundedly oscillates and 1 Q(t, .\‘)I .:: Q,,(r) 1 s Ir, 
where Y : : I, and PO(t) is “small,” then every bounded solution of i’) 
oscillates. In Corollary 1, H(t, .v) s P(t) : \ and sublinear perturbations are 
allowed for. but the esistence of at least one bounded solutionF(t) is required 
such that lim sup,\(t) :ZJ 0, lim,-, inf-\*(r) ~1 0. Theorem r! relates the 
nonoscillatory solutions of (“) to a class of solutions of the equation 
-I,“~’ = Q(t, -v). Thus, estimates of the growth of the nonoscillatory solutions 
of (‘.) are provided. Se\-era1 examples are ,gi\,en tO illustrate the theorems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, H = (-,x0, #KS), R, = [0, ,x8), / = [a, ,x), JI __: 0 fised. 
By a solution x(l) of (*) we mean anv function s(t) which is N times continu- 
ously differentiable and satisfies (*)-on a infinite ray [/3, ,7-s), !I >. a. .4 con- 
tinuous function f(f), 1 E [p, x,), p ?: iy is said to be oscillatory if it has an 
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unbounded set of zeros in [/3, ,x8). The following two results have been proved 
by the author in [7, Lemma 2. I ~ Theorem 2.11 and will be needed in the 
sequel. 
LEnlnr.4 A. Let H: J > R, + R, be continuous, increasing in the sc~cond 
,variable and assume further that the differential inequalit\* 
.Y”” + H(t. x) ,.:. 0 (**) 
has a solution z(t), t E p, ,x8), @ 0 such that z(t) Y 0, t /3. Let s,, be such 
that 0 < x0 C: z(B). Then the equation 
\.“” + H(t, x) = 0 (II) 
has a positive solution s(t) such that 0 < x(t) 5: z(t), t E [/I, #CC) and x(j3) = s0 . 
LEnInI. B. Let the fuwtions Hj(t, u). H,: J 5’ R - R, i = I, 2, be 
continuous, increasing in u und such that uH,(t, u) :.: 0 for (tl u) G J 1’ R. 
.-lssume further that 
H,(t. u) H,(t. u)* t E J. u -.. 0, 
t t J. H,(t. u) : : H,(t. 10, N KO. 
Then the oscillation of all solutions (all the bounded solutions) of 
(,I 1 
.I.“~’ + H,(t. s) = 0 (1) 
implies the same for 
.I.“~’ + H,(t, s) = 0. (3) 
Let us now show that if ul)(t, u) -.. 0 fur (t, U) E J Y R, uH(t, u) yj 0. 
(t, u) E J ./ R, and (IT) oscillates. then (*) oscillates. 
In fact, from (*) we obtain 
H(t, u) - Q(t, u) . qt. u). u :>o, 
H(t, u) - Q(t, u) :.. H(t, u), II <:: 0, 
and the assertion follows from Lemma B. 
3. Rl.41~ RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. For Eq. (*) assume the fol!oming. 
(i) H: J a’ R + R, increasing in the second maria ble. continuous 
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uH(t, u) > 0 for every (t, u) E J ;< R and the howtogeneous equation (II) has all 
of its bounded solutions oscillatory; 
(ii) Q: J x R --* R, continuow atzd such that ] Q(t, u)I .< Qu(t) ] u lr, 
(t, 10 E J \* R, u,here r >: 1 and Q,,: J --, R, is continuous and surh that 
Thrn mery bounded solution of (*) is oscillator!. 
Proof Assume the esistence of a bounded solution s(t) of (“) such that 
s(t) 3> 0, t -.:: p -.3 ‘2 ( a similar argument covers the case of a negative solu- 
tionj, and consider the function 
M(t) = - Jir’ ((f - sY-li(n - lj!)Q(s, v(sj) ds. 1 ... j3. __ (4 
The function .IZ(t) is well defined because 
1 ,lr(t)l ,.-. (- ((s - /!3 +I)“-l,(n - I)!)Qo(sj I +$‘tls ‘J 
:,I ps- 13 + I Y-l Q,,(sj ds II .Y Iv, 
‘J 
(5) 
where jj s // = suptza ( x(t)\ . Now let u(t) = s(t) - .11(t). t -3 /3. Then u(f) 
is a bounded solution of the equation 
d”’ + H(t. u(t) + M(t)) = 0, (6) 
because ,lPb(t) = Q(t, x(t)), t ;Z 8. 3 ‘ince x(t) > 0, t + 8, and u(t) + M(t) E 
x(t), it follows from (6) that u(“)(t) :< 0 for all t 2 /3. This implies the mono- 
tonicity of all the derivatives u”‘(t), i = 0, 1, Z,..., II - I, and no two con- 
secutive derivatives uli), u(‘+“, i = 1, I,..., 11 - 1 can be of the same sign 
for all large I, because this would contradict the boundedness of u(t). Assume 
for the moment that u(t) > 0, t E [y, r~), y :‘z /3. Then the above argument 
(because N is even) implies that u’(t) > 0, t E [S, 5c1), S i;> y. Let lim,,,, u(t) = 
L > 0. Then since lim,,, .lZ(t) = 0, there esist t,, ‘: 8 and E > 0 such that 
:12(t) ;’ --E and u(f) + iIZ(r) > u(f) - E > 0 for all t G;: t, . Now let 
z(t) = u(t) - E. This function satisfies the equation 
,J”‘(,) + H(t, v(t) + M(t) + c) = 0. (7) 
Since r-(/j > 0, i .::z t,, and aI 1. -c, I 1.: t, , (7) can be written as 
n”“‘(t) + [tqt, Z’(f) + M(t) + l )fH(l, ,2’(f))] H(t, e(t)) = 0. (8) 
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Since the coefficient of H(t, v(t)) in (8) is 2: 1, it follows (from the oscilla- 
tion of II and Lemma B) that all bounded solutions of (8) are oscillatory, a 
contradiction to the positivity of c(t). Consequently, u(t) cannot be positive 
for all large t. Now assume that u(l) s:. 0. t : y /I. 
Then 
.\(I) ‘_ - 1”. ((t - sj+l;(ft - I)!) * fJ(s, .\.(5)) ds 
-I 
. %. . . - J ((t - sy-‘,(n - I)!) Q,(s) s’(s) cfs. t 
Let r = I, and t, be such that .I(!,) = SUP,~~~ x(t), and 
. 1c 
- 
1 
((’ - s)‘b-l,(n - I)!) *r&(s) A <. I, t *:’ t, . l 
This is possible, because (9) implies lim,,, s(t) = 0, and the integral 
condition on Qo(t) implies 
‘,in; 1’. (t - sp-1 Q,,(S) ds = 0. 
- '1 
Thus, we obtain from (9) 
. 1. 
qt,,) r;; - 1 ((1, - s)‘~-~@ - I)!) .Q,(s) ds - s(t,) 
- tu 
.~(f,,), 
ilo) 
a contradiction. Consequently, s(t) cannot be positive for all large t and r = 1. 
Now assume that I’ ;, I, and let t, be a point of maximum as above. Then we 
obtain from (9) 
s(tu) :..- J;I (( t, - sy-I/(, - I)!) . Q,(s) ds s’(t,), 
or 
syt,) 5: - fT((t, - S)“-‘@ - 1 j!) . o,(S) ds r-l 1. 
- to 
Continuing the same way, we can tind a sequence (t,,,\, m = 0, I, 2 
that t,,, .: t, , lim ,,,+= t,,, = + ~8, .v(t,,,) = SUP,,~~ x(t), and 
(11) 
such 
.\‘-‘(t,,,) ‘__ - J ((t,,, - s)“-‘, (II - I )!) . Q,,(S) ds ..-.. I. t,, 
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Thus, s’-‘(t,,,) 33, I, h h pl w ic Irn ies lim,,,x. sup x(t) 3: 1, a contradiction to 
lim,,,. s(t) = 0. This covers the case Y :-> I, and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY I. Let P:J- R+!{O) be continuous and such that the equation 
d” + P(t) s == 0 (13 
has all of its bounded solufions oscillator>!. 4ssume that joy ezqerjv bounded, cow 
finuous junction u: J + R, 
t+‘Q(‘, u(t)) dt ..I +K#; 
.4ssume the existence of a bounded solution y(t), t ;-: a of ( I?), OY ( *) such that 
limt+.x sup?(t) > 0, lim,,, infy(t) < 0. Then ever! bounded solution qf 
x”” + P(r) s = Q(t, x) (13) 
is oscillatory, or such that x(t) - j,(i) is oscillalor~~. 
Proof. Let s(t) be a bounded solution of (13) with s(t) > 0, t > /? 2 CX. 
Then the function u(t) = s(t) - J(t). t 3~ /3 is a bounded solution to either 
one of the equations 
u”jl + P(t) u = gr, u +-v(t)), 
u”” + P(t) u = Q(t, u + J*(t)) - Q(t,?‘(t)). 
(14) 
(19 
In both cases 
1 i” t”-‘Q(t, u(t) -t x(I)) dl 1 c: +8x 
) I” “I-‘[Q(t, u(t) +y(‘)) - Q(r,y(t))] dt 1 c.: +cT,. 
- ,? 
From the proof of Theorem I, we obtain now that u(t) cannot be positive 
for all large 1, which implies that u(t) oscillates, or 
s(t) -- J(t) < ill,(t), or x(t) - J,(t) < J12(q 
for all large t, where 
q(r) = - ix ((t - Sj”-‘,‘(I1 - 1 )!) . p(S, .y(S)) ds, 
-t 
iIr,(t) = - j;x ((t - s)“-‘:(n - I)!) . [Q(s, s(s)) - Q(s,y(s))] ds. 
Since lim,,,, A’LJl(t) = lim,,,x .11,(t) = 0, it follows from the assumptions 
on y that s(t) oscillates, a contradiction. A similar situation appears if we 
assume that .r(tj is eventually negative. This completes the proof. 
Now we shoiv that the result of Theorem I is the best possible in the 
following sense. Assume that 1 Q(t, .~:)I .; Q,(r) / s 11’ with Q”(t) : 0. Then there 
are equations satisfy-ing all the assumptions of Theorem I, except the intt- 
- grability of Qo(t), and possessing bounded nonoscillatory solutions. In fact, 
consider the equation 
It is well known that the homogeneous equation oscillates [5, Theorem 31. 
A solution here is s(t) = t-l. On the other hand, there are equations of the 
type (*) for which 0 c.. r < I and Theorem 1 does not hold although the!- 
satisfy the rest of the assumptions. For example. 
Here again, x(t) E t-l is a solution. 
To show that there are equations satisfying all the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 that do possess bounded solutions (which have to be oscillatory). 
consider 
,116) + (I I- t-l sin’ t) s = I-‘.\“, ,A ... 6. 
The function s(t) G sin t is a solution to this equation, and the homo- 
geneous equation oscillates from well-known results. 
To show that Corollary I does allow for sublinear perturbations, consider 
,\I61 + (I + t-t sin ‘?. t) .\‘ = t-’ sin8 3 t.y’ 3, ,I . 6. 
A solution here is s(t) E sin t. The reader might wonder whether Theo- 
rem I actually holds for all solutions of (*), provided of course that all 
solutions of the homogeneous equation oscillate. This is not the case. as the 
following example indicates: 
Here we have the solution x(t) = t. 
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I Q(t, ~1) - Q(t, ut)] < Qo(t, p) 1 u1 - u2 1 for ezqer! u1 1 uq E BD , where 
Q: J \’ R - R, Q”: J / (R+‘,(O)) + R, are continuous and such that 
Then the diflerence d(t) = v(t) ~ J(I) osc-illates-. ahere .1(t), r(t) are an\’ two . 
bounded solutions of ( 13). 
Prooj. The assertion follows immediately from the proof of Theorem I, 
if we take into consideration that 
3”(f) + P(t) A(t) = Q(t, s(t)) - Q(t, ?‘(I)) 
for all large 1. 
In the following theorem, the positive solutions of (*) are shown to be 
bounded ahove by certain solutions of the equation 
\‘I”’ _ Q(f, J,j. (16) 
provided that sQ(t, x) 0, and Q(t. s) is increasing in s. 
THEOREM 2. For the equation (*) assume that H(t, uj is as in Theorem I 
and that all solutions C$ (II) are oscillator~~. .\Ioreoe~er. let Q: J c R - R be 
continuous, inrreasing in u and uQ(t, 24) L 0 for every (t, u) E J ,.I R. Let s(t) 
be a positi.ve solution of (“). Then there esists a constant .I/ Y* 0 and a point 
t : it such that x(t) < I*, t 
.\:;t,) 
t, where v(t) is an)’ solution oj (16) such that 
--. .\I and jv’i’(t,,) = 0, i = I, 2 ,... ~ n-- I. 
Proof. Assume that s(t) is a solution of (“) such that s(t) ‘.. 0 for an! 
I to a. Now let 
.Y(/) = 1’ (tt - sjjI-l ,ttl - I j!, ocs, .+)j ds. 
- ICI 
Then the function u(t) = x(t) - S’(t) satisfies the-equation 
u”(j + H(t, u + S(t)) = 0. t t,, . 
Since S’(l) ‘*’ 0, and H is increasing, 
u”“(t) + H(t, u(t)) <:. u’“‘(t) + H(t, u(t) + S(t)) = 0. 
Now let u(t) :. 0 eventually. Then it follows that the inequalit! 
11’“‘(t) + H(t, u(t)) : 0 has a positiire solution, which, by Lemma 4, implies 
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the e.xistence of a positive solution to Eq. (II), a contradiction to its oscillator! 
character. Thus. u(f) < 0 for all t (say) . t, ‘.: f,, . Let 
Then u(f) s... 15. for every t t,,; i.e., 
.Y(!) .. L + 1’ ((t - S)‘!-’ (N - I)!) Q(S, v(5)) c/S, t .. I,. 
-, 0, 
Now it follows from [I I. Theorem 5. I. I] that if I is a solution of 
with ,I1 ;‘- L, then s(t) ..c -v(t), t t,, 
However, a function I satisfies the above integral equation if and only if 
)*“f’(r) = I)(‘, J(I)), and JJf’(t,,j -= 0 for every i = I, I! . . . . . II - I. This 
completes the proof. 
As an example. consider the equation 
\“I + H(t. .sj = .v. 
Then according to Theorem 2. ever\. positive solution of this equation is 
e\,entuallv hounded above hv ‘t solution of the equation j*rJ) = .\‘, which 
satisfies $t,,j = .‘I[. and .\Jil(/,i) = 0. i = I, I! ,... ~ 11 ~ I for some .II .. 0 and 
t I, ,A. Such a solution is given h!, 
y(f) -= (.\I 2) (,sin t,, sin t 1. COJ t,, cos t) + (JI 4) (f-J j e-(‘-‘J). 
The results of this paper can certainly he estended to cover functinnal 
differential equations of the types considered by Rartsatos and RIanougian [X, 
91. or hy Staikos and Sficas [II+]. or by True [l6]. ObviousI!-, Theorem 2 can 
he strenghtened to cover the case of an eventually negative solution s(f). 
lvithout any additional assumptions. It should also be remarked that analogous 
results are expected to hold for the case of N being odd. It would he ver>- 
interesting to know what additional assumptions ensure the validity of 
Theorem -1 for all solutions of ( “1. provided of course that all solutions of the 
homogeneous equation oscillate. Another open problem is the following. 
\Vhat other assumptions ensure the validity of Corollary I for sublinear 
perturbations with 1 Q(t. x)1 Q,,(f) / s Ir9 0 < r I. besides the esistenw 
of a y(t) a~ in the corollary ? 
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Note added in proof. Another interesting corollary of Theorem I: Consider 
A-‘“) + [P(f) + Q&f)]u = 0, where P: J -+ R+\(O), Qn: .I + R are continuous and such 
that 
j-~%P(t)dt = +e, /m=kQO(t)ldt .: + 1,. 
Therr ewry bounded solution o.f ( 12) is oscillatory. 
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